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Calibration of distance scales remains one of the most 

importantuproblems in astronomy. With trigonometric para- 

llaxes only giving accurate results to about fifty parsecs, 

one must depend on less direct methods for further distance 

determinations. In the following sections I will discuss 

calibration of absolute magnitudes for the common stars. As 

Bok(1968) states, there are two standard methods for acc- 

omplishing this. First, involves finding for each separate 

small sub -spectral class the mean absolute magnitude and 

the dispersion around it by purely statistical methods. 

This is done using the radial velocities and proper motions 

for the brighter stars. The second method is based on the 

convergence of proper motions for moving clusters. It is 

the latter method waich I will discuss first. 

The Hyades is certainly the classic example of the mov- 

ing cluster .dethod. From proper motion and radial velocity 

data absolute magnitudes may be found for the individual 

stars within the cluster. This yields calibration of dist- 

ances for stars of spectral types A, F, and Gr. The Hyades 

is close enough ( r 40 parsecs) that results may be check- 

ed by trigonometric parallaxes. Using the calibrated main 

sequence of the Hyades one may extend the application of 

the method even further. For other clusters too far for 

their proper motions to be useful, their main sequence may 

be shifted until it coincides with that of the Hyades. 

Thus absolute magnitudes for the individual stars are ob- 

tained. If this cluster contains stars of earlier spectral 
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type one can extend the calibration to these stars. l- 

though these calibrations are more subject to errors than 

those derived directly from the Hyades, still one has relat- 

ively precise distances for early type stars. 

THE MOVING CLUSTER METHOD 

The basic equations of the moving cluster method are 

quite straight -forward. The individual stars are moving 

in approximately parallel paths which to an observer causes 

their proper motion vectors to appear to converge. If the 

cluster is sufficiently close for proper motions to be acc- 

urately measured one cr:n calculate individual distances for 

the stars in question. 

Assume now that V is the space velocity for any star 

and the the angular distance from the star to the apparent 

convergent point. Now the two components of the star's 

space velocity, the tangential velocity Vt and the radial 

velocity Vr may be expressed as: 

Conveen+ 

Vi x 

,1 

VT 
. 

v 

Vr 

For the time being assume an approximate value of 

has been measured. For each star Vr will be measured, so 



3y (1) V may be calculated. Any stars with values of 

Vr/ Cos markedly different should by questioned as._ 

to.their being true cluster members. Now with V known 

(2)) will yield Vt. This tangential velocity is related 

to parallax by the relation 
cc, /- 

V,- = 

where is the proper motion. Thus for each star an indiv- 

idual parallax or distance may be computed. The above method 

although accurate gives only approximate results due to 

accidental and systematic errors in proper motions. Usua- 

lly a least- squares treatment is more rgorous. This will 

be discussed in more detail subsequently. 

The first problem one encounters in dealing with moving 

clusters is to determine for each star the probability of 

membership. One procedure is to plot arrows representing 

the proper motions of each star on a blackboard sphere and 

measure the angular position of the convergent. Another 

method of determining the position of the stream convergent 

consists of first calculating the poles of the great circles 

defined by each star's 4, These in turn should lie upon 

another great circle, the pole of which is the convergent 

point for the cluster. Using either of these two proced- 

ures one can now ..)liminate possible interlopers from the 

radial velocity data. 

Now with a relatively well defined list of membership 

for the cluster, one needs a more accurate position for the 
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convergent. One least- squares solution commonly used is 

that of Charlier. Generally one deals with the radial 

velocity and the components of the proper motion separate- 

ly. It would be difficult to trace the combined effects of 

systematic errors in these on the components of the stream 

velocity. Also by sorting, since more data is generally 

available for the proper motions than the radial velocit- 

ies,those stars having only measured proper motions can 

still be used. One deals here with X, Y, Z as the compon- 

ents of the stream velocity V, where X is directed toward 
^ b 

a<- g toward x- o, d =c ,and Z the North Celestial 

Pole. Now one has the standard equations for X, Y, Z in 

terms of .c <. ,sad Vr d ani 

Differentiating 

x rCosx Cos <I' 

y =rSrpcCos: 
7rS;» 

0 p r ( jt r' Co,5oC Cf%sci - r":( 5rrlotCaxd - r'O Case( SVn 

y Y giro(CeSd 
r 4rGS-a< rator-rO 

a 

S- I rac n4 
a 

¢ rra cYZd i" a"ccSd 
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and in terms of X, Y, Z, '{vt, 

ac, Ccsó 4.7y 
oC - 

r ' /,t j = c17l,f 7 +f 

s_ V'r = r 
(4) 

These substitutions lead to 
--14.74 

r ! e r;,o.SaiCaS-14.74 /- A. ; -4.7 r,(,t,,,n 
Gli/G 

l/r Co .s ci.67 i nvc -14 74 r;LÀd~ 7.r.+ Ca s ot +4 4t»oc 

Vr Si, 4+4.714r/u,p Cos-j` 

These may be solved for ímix tnci. Vr 
-^'/ -+Y c { 

- \ ( SoC S i li ( r 7 )Y1 0( ? Y) { U 

` - ( 4 ) t'z ? / Co S oc 

/ ` ,., 

Ys. t/ _ rn.tvcCOSr i- roc.oTd+ s, f 

These two equations for/ and iv; lead to the following 
identity. 

C 
.M< L -XCo.; 04 Si J'- YS+ çins+ Cvsd1 

Again factoring 

where 

Xt aC + 1 
Coá a =o 

F+Cpt E.i11TEi. 
C 
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Here a, b, ands, tre easily calculated while X/Y and 

Z/Y should be strictly constant. Each star will yield an 

equation of condition which may be solved by least squares 

for X/Y and Z /Y. 

The vertex position may be computed from 

ì at, D= VX+ 
Again with A, and D known for the vertex, ,\ the angular 

distance of each star from the cónvergent may be measured 

and V obtained from 

F ,{/ / Car 

By the expression for tangential velocity Vt the indiv- 

idual parallaxes may be found. This method, unfortunately, 

will break down in the case of expansion of the cluster as 

a whole, as, for example, the Persei moving cluster. 

Another method of finding the convergent is that of 

Bohlin's. Although the geometry is set up differently, his 

method also solves for the X/Y andZ /Y ratioes. 

3 third method is that described by Petrie which _üakes 

use of differentials. 

d r 
0 9r-' 

- D 

.D> 
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Thus 

From the equations of spherical trigonometry: 

S7?;-) ( A ) 

pj " cc.q C 

Cof&, S' r) fI Pr /* - re" 
t, 

Differentiating e with respect to A, D gives 

- 

Cor.er A -4* ) + 

( -V( ) .!,` 4-) j 

Now to proceed, one assumes an approximate convergent (A$D) 

and computes for each cluster member 6,, from Cot(ht 

Next cte 64, where 66 is the observed position angle 

which may be computed. One now wants to mLnimize 

(;4. E El, ) z 

by least-squares. ( 6s the position angle to the correct- 
ed convergent.) Thus the best correction ( j, ) is 

derived. Petrie then computes the space motion from 

t 
V 5: 117 

using the parallaxes for some known stars. He computes 

from V a predicted V which he compares with observed values. 
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HYADES CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP 

The best single reference of stars accepted for member- 

ship in the Hyades moving cluster remains that of van 

Bueren(1952). The number of positive additions since 

then has been relatively few, mostly late -type dwarfs and 

sub -dwarfs. Van Bueren divides his stars into four groups, 

a practice followed by many more recent authors. His first 

category includes 132 stars down to ninth magnitude found 

from a search of the Yale Zone AG Catalogues. These stars 

have well measured redial velocities and are universally 

accepted as cluster members. H14 second category again 

from the Yale Zone Catalogues includes 31 probable members 

with none or poorly determined redial velocities. The third 

category of 17 stars includes those of debatable membership, 

while the fourth contains 22 stars, those stars well acc- 

epted as members but below ninth magnitude. For these 191 

stars 83 are fainter than 8th magnitude: 13 fainter than 

10th magnitude. Van Bueren's survey is generally consid- 

ered to be the best reference source for the brighter Hyades 

stars. Extensive photometry of these stars has been done 

by Johnson and Knuckles(1955). 

Three recent investigations to determine other possible 

Hyades members were made by Gielas,Bur& ham and Thomas 

(1962), Luyten(1962,1965) and van Altena(1966). Giclas, 

Burnham and Thomas used the Lowell proper motion survey 

Otiolas, 1958) with 's as small as 0':05 /yr. in the 
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Hyades region. In the range 10.0 B 6 16.5 they found 56 

faint stars as possible members. Luyten, by blinking 5 

red Palomar Schmidt Sky Survey plates, found 265 stars 

brighter than.- ffi.,.= 20. Of these 42 probable members are 

fainter than V r 10. Van Altena, the most recent invest+ 

igator, for an area comparable with Luytents finds 758 

stars brighter than m,220 and 127 with V > 10.00. Van 

Altena used five pairs of plates taken with the Lick 

twenty inch astrograph. He feels for the central regions 

of the Hyades his survey is 93% complete. Among the faint 

stars he finds a well populated sub -dwarf sequence. Thw 

chief method of determining probability of membership for 

all_ these surveys unfortunately involves only proper motion 

data. Radial velocities undoubtedly would eliminate many 

more stars from cluster membership. 

Recent surveys for white dwarfs within the Hyades have 

been done by Eggen and Greenstein (1965) and Eggen (1968) . 

They have found a total of fifteen stars many of which are 

included in the comprensive surveys discussed above. They 

are of about fifteenth magnitude. 

MAIN SEQUENCE PITTING 

For the Hyades the best distance determinations place 

the center of the group at forty parsecs ( 7r .025) from 

the sun. Van Bueren(1952) estimates the total mass of 320 

solar masses. For the individual stars there is consider* 

able spread of distances with distance moduli On - M) in 
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the range of 

2.56!;:m -i 3 3.79 

If one plots the Main Sequence stars within the Hyades 

on a ( B - V),Mv diagram, the main sequence extends from 

B , V = + 1.2 to B - V = 0.2. (Blaauw L963) . Tnose stars on 

the upper part have already evolved slightly off the main 

sequence- but the lower ones are unevolved0 These repre- 

sent the first stage in construetting, a Zero Age Main Se- 

quence (ZAMS) or the position of stars which have complet -. 

ed Kelvin contraction but have not evolved further as a 

result of hydrogen burning. The next step in extending 

the Zero Age Main Sequence consists of taking the Pleiades 

main sequence and adjusting the vertical scale Old until 

it'.- eoincide s with that of the Hyades. The two will coin -, 

tide _ from B - V -I- 0.4 to B -V = - 0.8. This now extends 

the ZAMS to the blue to B -V =+ 0.1. The next extension 

comes from the Persei moving cluster. Here the main 

sequence extends from about B - V = k 0.6 to -0.1 so once 

again the ZAMS is pushed further into the blue. Still 

further extensions by the fitting of progressively younger 

and younger clusters to the main sequence that overlap 

existing calibrated ones finally yields a ZAMS extending 

to B - V - - 0.35, MV - 5.50 In the far blue fitting is 

often based on an extremely small amount of overlap so 

absolute magnitudes are thus not known with high precision. 

This overlapping procedure is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 
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A topic of considerable current interest should be 

mentioned here. One might presume this subject of distance 

determination for the Hyades to be a relatively closed one, 

having been already done with sufficientpreoision. This 

however, is not the case. In 1966 Hodge and Wallerstein 

shocked many astronomers by suggesting the accepted distance 

modulus of the Hyades be increased by 0.39 of a magnitude. 

Their arguments were based on (a) the trigonometric para.. 

llaxes, (b.) the dynamical parallaxes of visual binaries 

within the Hyades and (c) the measured widths of the K 

emission lines. They argued that distance determinations by 

the moving cluster method could easily be in error. For 

'the Hyades the convergent point is nearly at the same 

declination as the cluster so small errors in could 

critically effect results. 

Their first argument was based on the trigonometric 

parallaxes of twenty -four Hyades stars taken from the Yale 

Çatalogue. These yielded a mean parallax of 010206. 

Secondly they followed Eggenzs (1963) determination of 

masses for visual binaries in the Hyades. Unfortunately 

these masses do not agree well with those of comparable 

visual binaries composed of common stars. If the process 

is reversed and the masses are forced to agree with those 

masses of similar field stars, a dynamical parallax of 

010225 results. 

For a third line of evidence, Hodge and Wallerstein 
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Figure 2 
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re- examined the calibration of K line width versus lumin- 

osity. (Figure 2) They feel the previously determined line 

has incorrectly been forced to fit the four Hyades stars. 

Andromedae A is their only star at.a high luminosity. 

The generally accepted straight line passing through the 

sun and the Hyades missed And A. If this star is then 

forced to fit the curve, a total mass for the binary system 

will be unacceptably low. However if highest weight is 

given to the well determined trigonometric parallax stars 

and And A the Hyades fall below the line. If they are 

forced upward their resultant mean parallax is 0.0192. 

Hodge and Wallerstein thus have three distance determ. 

m ations independent of the moving cluster method which 

yield parallaxes of 040206, 0:0225, and 0:0192. A straight 

mean of these is 010207 indicating a modulus of 3.42 mag- 

nitudes, 0.39 magnitudes more than previously accepted. 

Before discussing some recent criticisms of Hodge and 

Wallerstein's claims I wish to discuss some of the implic- 

ations of accepting for the Hyades a distance modulus 0.39 

magnitudes fainter. Since the Hyades is the standard 

cluster for calibration of the ZAMS a change in the distance 

of the cluster changes the entire distance scale, both 

local and extragalactic. All ages for clusters determined 

by comparison of theoretical calculations of main sequences 

with observed position of the turn off point will be de- 
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creased roughly by the factor of 0.8. The main advantage 

of this would be to reduce the ages of oldest clusters 

sufficiently to make them less than the expansion age of 

the universe. If the distances of globular clusters are 

also altered then, as will be discussed later, the absolute 

magnitude of RR Lyrae variables is reduced by 0.39 magni- 

tudes. This increase in brightness for RR. Lyrae leads to 

an increase in the distance to the center of the galaxy 

from R = 10 to R -12 kpco Likewise period- luminosity 

relationships for the Cepheid variables will be altered 

since these are oalibrated from galactic clusters. Thus 

distances to extragalactic objects determined from the 

Oepheids are increased by about 20%. 

Ae inferred before, Hodge and Wallerstein's arguments 

are by no means universally accepted. Two of the best 

criticisms are by Wilson (1967) and Wayman (1967) . 

Wilson argued against Hodge and Wallerstein's proof 

based on the K emission line width versus absolute magni- 

tude.. Wilson redetermined the slope of the line using 65 

stars with good trigonometric parallaxes first assigning 

weights to individual observations and then taking all 

weights as unity. Both solutions agreed closely with that . 

calibration previously determined using the Hyades stars. 

He feels Hodge and Wallerstein have used too small a samp- 

ling of stars in their efforts to find ones with well de- 

termined parallaxes. Wilson concludes by suggesting a 
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possible revision amounting to at most 0.1 magnitude. 

Wayman's arguments against the Hodge and Wallerstein 

suggestion of a revision of the distance modulus for the 

Hyades by 0.39 magnitude are three -fold. He first consid- 

ers the possibility that the actual space motions of the 

stars are not parallel. He considers the change in the 

vector components of the motion of the center of the clust- 

er, either due to rotation, translation, expansion or 

contraction. By a least squares treatment he shows the 

emergent contraction rate of 0.13km/sec. at lOpc. from 

the cluster center is probably a result arising by chance 

from .,one stars' random motions of 0.5km /sec. He shows at 

besttnis could contribute to the distance modulus having 

an accidental error of 0.14 mag. 

His second argument is against the Hodge and Wallerstein 

suggestion that there might be a systematic error in 

due to a possible change with declination in L. of the 

N.O proper rotions. He feels the error quoted by Hodge and 

Wallerstein is actually only relevant for part of the zone 

under consideration and an average is .ieven times smaller. 

This leads to a possible error of only 0.1 mag. at pest. 

Wagman's third argument against any major revision in 

the distance of the Hyades is based on possible errors in 

the line -of -sight velocities. Peirie (1963), in reverse, 

used the catalog values of the trigonometric parallax for 

cluster stars and computed radial velocities. These he 
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compares with observational ones. The deviation at best 

seems to be of about 1 km /sec. corresponding to 0.054 iaag. 

Thus if all of the above sources of error were working 

in unison one would have an error of 0.3 magnitude, but in 

all likelihood the error is much less. 

One other recent criticism of Hodge and Wallersteint s 

work was that of Eggen (1967) . He points out that in re- 

cording the individual parallaxes from the Allegheny Cata- 

logue they alternately read relative parallaxes from the 

right hand page and absolute parallaxes from the left. 

These they averaged in computing their mean. 

After examining the Hodge and Wallerstein paper and 

the three above rebuttals of it I feel I must also agree 

that Hodge and Wallerstein were too hasty in making their 

claims. All of their arguments in favor of a revision of 

0.39 magnitude seem to be based on insufficient statistics. 

At- least both Wilson and Waynan seem to have shown this to 

be the case. In dealing with a cluster such as the Hyades 

with signifigant spread in individual distances to the 

stars, it is all too easy to claim something inaccurately 

based on a limited sample. In spite of this Hodge and 

Wallerstein have contributed more to astronomy in raising, 

this question for they have once again made astronomers 

aware of the shaky basis of all distance scales, both 

galactic and extragalactic. 
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RR Lyrae Stars 

For calibration oi greater distances, asi,ronomers rely 

on a class or variable stars named after their ,prototype, 

RR Lyrae. These stars possess the unique property oi navinE 

approximately uniform absolute magnitudes. If this is true 

and once this absolute magnituae has been well determines 

one may rind any stark s distance simply uy i.tee,suring its 

apparent magnitude . Tie two major problems with calibrat- 

ion based on RR Lyrae stars are first, ascertaining whether 

er their absolute magnitude is a constant, independent of 

any otner parameters such as velocities or periods and 

second, finding some means of determining with high pre- 

cision the actual value of this aàsoi e magnitude. It 

is these problems the remainder of this section will dwell 

on 

There are present.* several tnvusand RR Lyrae stars 

Known with many located in globular clusters. They are 

variable with periods ranging irom Oa3 to ú:7 and ampii- 

tudes of light variation from 0.5 to 1.4 mag, Their 

spectral types 64...1:e roughly in the range of A5 to P0. 

There exist: in common usage today two sub -groups of RR 

Lyrae stars, classes a and a as first :designated by Bailey 

(1902). (Bailey's original b. class today is frequently 

included with a.) The a type variables are longer periods 

with large amplitudes, the c type have periods less than 

0.4.3 and relatively small variation in light. 
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.gut liyrae as a whole exhibit little or no period -lumi io sity 

reiation but the separate sub classes a and c do so to some 

extent. 

RR Lyrae stars, as mentioned previously, frequently 

are found in globular clusters. binee all the stars in a 

cluster are roughly the same distance, if RR Lyrae stars did 

possess a single or rela4ively narrow range of absolute 

magnitude, they would be excellent distance indicators for 

the cluster as a whole. A further áevelopment is that 

these clusters may then be used to determine the distance 

of the sun from the center of the galaxy. 

RR Lyrae stars are chosen as fundamental distance 

indicators for several reasons. First, they are plentiful. 

Second, heir median absolute Lia nítude (-,-0.5) is bright . 

enough to make them useful out to fairly large distances. 

Cepheids, being about three magnituues brighter, at the 

moment are perhaps more useful for the 1:a ell :aic clouds 

with a distance modulus of about nineteen, but with the 

large telescopes being erected in the Southern Hemisphere 

this should no longer be true. RR Lyrae being high velocity 

objects, have a great auvantage over Cepheids in that 

their proper motions are much greater than those of Ceph- 

eids at a given distance and thus mean parallaxes can 

be computed with more authority. 

Unfortunately, as is the case for both RR Lyrae and 

Cepheids, no star is close enough for its trigonometric 
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parallax to be determined and thus its absolute magnitude. 

However indirect - methods may be employed. The statistical 

method most commonly used to find the absolute magnitude 

of field variables is called the method of mean parallax. 

Tne essential reasoning of this method rests upon 

using an apex of solar motion previously aetermined nor 

RR Lyrae stars. This latter point is important ror one 

would be seriously in error if an apex found ß1u41 cuo4l 

stars in the galactic ;lane or sosie otiie.i class of stars 

markedly ulIreren4 from Ktt Lyrae s.0 used instead. For 

each of the stars under conszaeratla.,. tne5:e exiscs radial 

veioeitiy and proper motion data. one first sores iu: ells 

amour -c u solar motion, assuming eaoh star to have a rad- 

ial velocity composed of the reflex of solar motion com- 

ponent plus a peculiar random velocity. 

V( 
Lj) 

This equation exists for each of the n IiR Lyrae stars 

within the group being considered. These n equations may 

be solved by least squares upon the assumption that the 

average of the Vr,(pec) will be zero for a statistically 

meaningful sample. Thus the amount of solar motion is 

known. 

Y CO s) t1r`e-w<} 
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Assumed 

Position 
Antapex. 

94 

Sî _KR 

V6) = 

angular distance from star to antapex 

solar motion in km /sec 

n = position angle of arc star to antapex 

V6) reflex of solar motion on the sphere 

V. c Cs = reflex of solar motion in line of sight 

Vr = observed radial velocity 

Vr = peculiar radial velocity 
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Now from the proper riotion data one has for each star 

and These need to be expressed in terms of and 

where the ì com )onent is the proper motion toward the 

antapex of solar motion and the component is at right 

angles to it. These yield: 
v 

n [ Sin , 1)4,5" Cos . 

CosX +1,c,' 5.1'(1 X 

where is the position angle for each star to the 

antapex. Prom the J components one has for each star: 

N,7v 
In the preceeding equation the first term represents 

the portion contributed by the star's coi.monent of tang- 

ential velocity while the second portion is the result of 

the s'car's 2eculiar motion. Again these n equations, one 

for each star, may be solved by least squares for the mean 

parallax( ). 

Care must be taken initially so that either the stars 

chosen are uniform in distance or that they have been re- 

duced to a common distance. 

:ow fro::z the ;a component knowledge can also be gained. 

If the assumed position of the solar apex is approximately 

correct and if the sample is statistically meaningful then 

the average should be much less than the average of the 
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Mts. If this is not the case the derived parallax is 

probably suspect. Also from the components a mean 

parallax ( ¡r) may -:e derived. In the above expression 

for radial velocity of each star there existed a term 

Vr(pec). As a rough order of magnitude calculation there 

exists the relation: 

J1 

v,(r 
(One is here assuming that the starts random velocity has 

equal components. Thus Vr(pec) is equal to Vt,.or the com- 

ponent of the peculiar tangential velocity in the J dir- 

ection.) This above value of 7 should serve as a rough 

check on ;T as determined from the v components. If the 

mean parallax for a group of stars is found, one can go 

then directly to the absolute magnitude. However in doing 

this care should be taken that either the sample of RR 

Lyrae stars chosen is roughly uniform in distance, or in 

other words apparent magnitude, or that any distance var- 

iations have been suitably corrected for. Assuming this has 

been done if necessary, then one has an absolute magnitude 

for a group of RR Lyrae field stars. It is important to 

point out here that these results are only as valid as the 

original imput data. If one uses poor proper motions or 

radial velocities any derived absolute magnitude is nat- 

urally- suspect. Thus improvement by this method will 
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come only with more and better basic data. One possible 

future consequence of this might be the discovery of the 

non -homogeneity of all AR Lyrae stars and the necessity of 

mean parallaxes being computed for each separate sub -group, 

a, b, and c, as outlined previously. 

I have not yet discussed the determination of a suit- 

able Solar Apex necessary as a preliminary assumption in 

the Tau -Upsilon method. As mentioned earlier this apex 

must be one chosen with respect to the velocity character- 

istics of RR Lyrae stars. Perhaps the most suitable meth- 

od would be to determine the apex by a Solar Motion solut- 

ion from the radial velocity data. This will yield three 

components of the reflex of solar motion X0 , Yo, and Z 
E 

From these A, D, respectively the right ascension and de- 

clination of the apex of solar motion may be computed: 

r , J Ton(J - 
Y P-tr- 

The earliest determination of the absolute magnitude of 

RR Lyrae stars was made by Shapley in 1918. He derived a 

Mpg +0.00 which is equal to My -0n'3. The next calculations 
were by Stromberg(1925) who, using radial velocity data for 

twenty -six stars, derived an apex. This apex was subse- 

quently used by Bok and Boyd(1933) for a mean parallax de- 

termination. They arrived at a Mp4-OmO8 t Om15, close to 

Shapley's value. This value of Mpg 0.00 was accepted for 

several years until 1953. In that year Pavlovskaya found 
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by a separation into two sub -groups with the division being 

periods less than or greater than P= 0.45, that the previous 

scatter in solar motion solutions was drastically cut. She 

arrived at a Mv- + 0m5. Woolley(1965) on the basis of pro - 

er motions for 160 stars divides the stars into five sub- 

groups following the example of Pavlovskaya. He finds a 

separate absolute magnitude for each group with the overall 

relation: 
M=0.0 - 2.5logP 

(P here is the period in days, so the log of P will 

be negative) 

Preston(1959) had previously discovered a relationship 

between tae period and LS the metallicity index. Thus 

corn osition may in part explain the correlation of absolute 

magnitude with period. 

Probably the most major recent attempt to pin down 

firmly the absolute magnitude of RR Lyrae stars is that of 

van Herk. Using data from 210 stars he computed ' sol- 

utions and derived a My 1-0'87±0.22. Unfortunately he re- 

futed the claims of Pavlovskaya and Woolley as to any variat- 

ion of My with period. He claimed no signifigant variat- 

ion My within a range 0.10 4 P 

In the 1950's a new approach to determining absolute 

magnitude of stars within clusters was developed. This 

method afforded an independent means of checking earlier 

results. It consists of fitting a main sequence with 

known absolute magnitude to the main sequence observed for 
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globular clusters. 

The first attempts by this method were made by Arp, 

Baum and Sandage. They had extensive photoelectric data 

for 1000 stars from M3 including 6 tuR Lyrae stars. They 

overlapped a traditional Main Sequence H -R Diagram as de- 

termined from the'Hyädes- Pleiades et. al. They ignored any 

compositional differences between the two kinds of cluster 

stars as well as interstellar reddening and absorption. 

However for these stars they confirmed early results of 

M 
v 
= 0.00. Later work by the same authors on M92 yielded 

similar results. In 1954 Baum made a comprehensive survey 

of M13. This cluster produced anomalous results that if the 

RR Lyrae stars were assumed to have a My 0.0, then their 

main sequence was 0.4 bluer than the local main sequence. 

If the main sequences were assumed to be comparable then 

the absolute magnitude of the RR Lyrae stars became intol- 

erably bright, M17-211.10. -2:10. 
v 

When the results for M3, M13 and M92 were plotted on 

similar color- magnitude diagrams there was little agree- 

ment. Either the main sequence or the instability gaps 

could be overlapped. Baum favored the latter, since the 

former gave an unacceptably large dispersion in magnitude 

for RR Lyrae stars, over 2.5 magnitudes. A further argu- 

ment in favor of acceptance of the latter is that the age 

derived for M13 from the turn -off point would be untenably 

young for a halo object. The result of these papers was to 

question the validity of Mv= Omo for RR Lyrae stars. 
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Obviously one reason for the two :wain sequences not 

matching exactly is the compositional differences between 

Population I and Population r objects. RR Lyrae, Popul- 

ation objects, have low metal contents and thus their 

spectra are quite different than those of .=o2ule:tion I 

objects, such as galactic cluster stars. In Population 

objects the higher metal content results in several crowd- 

ed absorption lines in the spectra of later type stars. 

This crowding of the lines in the blue reduces the radiat- 

ion escaping within the B filter and produces redder color 

indices. RR Lyrae stars lacking this absorption are ob- 

viously bluer than Population objects of similar T . 

eff 
Thus a correction for line blanketing is necessary 

before the main sequences could be compared. Arp(1959) 

in doing this redetermined absolute magnitudes for the 

RR Lyrae stars in M2, m5, and m13 with results respectively 

of Om8,to 11:0 for the first two and O1112 for the third. 

This again demonstrated the apparent unhomogeneity of 

RR Lyrae stars. 

Until this time all main sequence fitting was done 

without any reddening or absorption corrections. Arp 

(1962) showed this was a bad assumption. In general, for 

several globular clusters he found that previously accepted 

absolute magnitudes were about one -half magnitude too 

faint. A comparison of his values with those of Sandage 

for several clusters is presented in Figure 3. He 
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found a rough "average" absolute magnitude for RR Lyrae 

stars of Mv` 

There still remains one other newly discovered method 

of obtaining absolute magnitudes for RR Lyrae stars. Eggen 

and Sandage(1958) discovered a moving group of stars assoc- 

iated with the sub -dwarf Groombridge 1830. Among these 

was RR Lyrae, the prototype of this class of variable stars. 

Using the standard equations of the moving cluster method 

they were able to derive individual distances for each of 

the stars, in particular RR Lyrae. They found an absolute 

magnitude M+ 0.8. 
Obviously from the above discussion, the absolute mag- 

nitude of RR Lyraes is not a closed subject. It appears 

most likely that the differences are real. RR Lyrae stars 

are not homogeneous in luminosity. However, their range of 

absolute magnitudes is still relatively small, less than a 

magnitude at worst, so distance studies may still be done 

with some degree of certainty. 

The two principal uses of RR Lyrae stars in galactic 

research center on their uses to determine the distance to 

the galactic center and to investigate more accurately ab- 

sorption and reddening. These problems are actually inter- 

related for without absorption and reddening information one 

cannot determine the distance to the galactic center, but 

one needs accurate distances to calibrate absorption and 

reddening data. 
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RR Lyrae stars are no superior to any other class of objects 

for determination of absorption and reddening. However,as 

Preston(1964) points out the preponderence of previous 

studies had been done using OB stars near the galactic 

plane. Since they are concentrated at low latitudes, RR 

Lyrae stars serve nicely for studies in the high and inter- 

mediate range. Preston estimates that potentially well 

over a thousand RR Lyrae stars could be easily measured to 

construct a three -dimensional map of absorbing material 

within the Galaxy. 

Galactic center distance determinations date back to 

Shapley in 1939. He did this by first correlating apparent 

magnitude with density of RR Lyrae stars well away from the 

galactic bulge. Although this method suffers from some 

disadvantages in extrapolating toward the galactic bulge 

Shapley first derived a distance to the galactic center of 

9.7 kiloparsecs. He later revised this figure downward to 

8.2 kpc. This value persisted in the literature for some 

time and was re- enforced by independent investigations by 

Baade(1953). More recently Kron and Mayall(1960) derived 

a distance of 12.0 kpc. using M/F -0.3. However a revision 

in M to y±0.3 reduced the distance to 9.0 kpc. This 
v 

again illustrates the importance of small variations in 

RR Lyrae stars' absolute magnitude. 
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